
Custom Dynamics® Spyder TIP 
Installation Instructions 

We thank you for purchasing the Custom Dynamics® Spyder TIP unit! Our 

products utilize the latest technology and high quality components to en-

sure you the most reliable service. We offer one of the best warranty pro-

grams in the industry and we back our products with excellent customer 

support, if you have questions before or during installation of this product 

please call Custom Dynamics® at 1(800) 382-1388. 

Questions? Call us at:  1 (800) 382-1388    M-TH  8:30AM-5:30PM / FR  9:30AM-5:30PM 

08-2017 

  Package Contents:  

    - Tips Module Assembly (2) 

    - Posi-Tap™ Connector (2) 

    - Black 4” Tie-Wrap (8) 

 Part Number: SPY-TIP 

 

Preparation: 

Please take the time to verify the items in this kit and read the directions to fully understand the in-

stallation. The bike should be secured on a level surface while performing work.   

 

Note: Some wiring knowledge may be needed for this installation. Consult your vehicle detailed 

service manual for wiring information and color codes. Use a meter or test light to verify wiring be-

fore tapping any vehicle wiring. If the steps contained within are beyond your skillset, do not at-

tempt installation, contact a qualified mechanic or dealership to assist you. 

 

Fits: 2008-2012 RS Models 
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Questions? Call us at:  1 (800) 382-1388    M-TH  8:30AM-5:30PM / FR  9:30AM-5:30PM EST 

08-2017 

1. Remove instrument cluster by following instructions in your owner’s manual under the 

“headlight bulb replacement” section.  

2. Next, remove front body panels by removing Torx screws and push pins as needed. Alt-

hough this step is not needed to install TIPS unit, removal of these panels will make access 

to fender tip light connectors much easier. 

3. Pick a side to start first, then Locate and unplug the fender tip light harness connectors on 

the bike. These will be located at the back of the upper control arm and can be found by 

tracing the wire from the fender tip light back to this point. These connectors will have an 

orange and black wire and are similar in appearance to the connectors on the TIPS units. 

4. After the connector is unplugged at main harness, install the 2 TIPS harness connectors be-

tween fender tip light and main harness, matching male to female and on the other end fe-

male to male. Repeat this procedure for the other side of the bike. 

5. Install the Tips Module in between the two harness connectors.  The 2 wire (white and 

black) end of TIPS module attaches to the connector plug that is on the fender side of the 

harness. The 3 wire (red, black and orange) end of the TIPS Module attaches to the con-

nector plug that is on the main harness side. 

6. Take orange wire from main harness side of TIPS unit and route wire up into area behind 

instrument cluster. Use provided tie-wraps as needed to keep wire away from hot or moving 

parts. 

7. Locate wires going to the appropriate front turn signal. 

Note: Test wires to determine which wire is the positive wire going to front turn signals. We 

would normally tell you a color wire to attach to, however we have seen BRP reverse the color 

code in these connectors. Therefore, a test light is the best method to ensure the polarity is cor-

rect. 

8. Using supplied Posi-Tap™ connector, attach orange wire from TIPS unit to the positive wire 

going to the turn signal light. 

9. Repeat steps 5 through 7 for the other side. 

10. Turn on Spyder and test operation. TIPS unit will flash fender tip light in an alternating pat-

tern with the front turn signal for maximum visibility. 

11. Reinstall instrument cluster and body side panels if removed at this time. 

12. Check operation of your front fender tip lights for running function and turn signal.  


